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Abstract 
Given a “short” piece of rope, one can tie only “simple” knots. We make this precise by 
modeling “rope” as a solid tube of constant radius about a smooth core. The complexity of a knot 
is captured by its average crossing number which in turn bounds the minimum crossing number 
for the knot type. Then the ratio, L, of rope-length to radius provides an upper bound for the 
crossing number. Our bound is in terms of L4/“, which we believe is the lowest exponent possible. 
Our route for connecting rope-length of a knot to its thickness is via self-repelling knot energies, 
the normal energy EN(K) and the symmetric energy Es(K). 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Knots usually have been studied as abstract mathematical objects even though the 
original interest in the subject seems to be based in physics. There is now interest in 
reassociating the mathematical abstractions with physical-like properties such as thickness 
[19,30,9,23,35,21] or self-repelling energy [13,24-27,3-5,31,18,22,9]. The motivation is 
partly chemistry/biology [8,10,11,17,32,34-361 and partly the mathematics itself. 
As noted by [3], a notion of “thickness” of a knot yields an “energy” by taking 
the reciprocal. Various energy functions have been implemented so one can compute 
energies of a given curve (or a discrete approximation thereof) and flow the (discretized) 
curve to an apparent local minimum [ 1,15,16,29,37]. Thickness has been implemented 
by E. Rawdon 1281 and a experiments based on a different definition announced in [35]. 
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If we try to tie a knot in a thick piece of rope, we expect the knot to be relatively 
simple. One standard measure of how complicated is a given knot is the number of 
crossings, i.e., the number of times the knot is seen to cross over itself as one looks at 
it from some direction. This “crossing number” can be defined as the minimum among 
the various directions of projection, or the average over all of them. In this paper, we 
obtain a relationship between thickness of a knot and its average crossing number which 
captures the intuition that thick rope makes simple knots. 
The route we take for connecting thickness and (average or minimum) crossing number 
of a knot K is to use a particular notion of self-repelling energy for a knot, defined in [2], 
which we call EN(K), the normal energy, and a new variant, the symmetric energy, 
Es(K). These energies, which are expressed as integrals over K x K, relate well to 
the integral formulation of average crossing number [ 121, and in turn can be related to 
thickness. 
The thickness of a knot has been studied in [21]; the intuitive idea is that we imagine a 
knot as a closed solid non-self-intersecting tube of some radius and define the thickness 
to be the ratio of the radius to the length of K (this is made precise below). Alternatively, 
the rope length of K, EL(K), is the ratio of length-to-radius. 
In the rest of this section, we present the relevant definitions and state our main results: 
In Theorem 1, we exhibit a bound on crossing number in terms of energy. In Theorem 2, 
we establish two bounds on energy in terms of rope-length (i.e., l/thickness): the first 
(obtained along the way to the second) is quadratic, the second a 413 power expression. 
The quadratic bound still is useful because it yields a smaller value for knots of relatively 
short rope-length (because of the coefficients). The combination shows that rope-length 
controls crossing number. In Section 2 we summarize certain results from [21] that are 
needed as lemmas and go on to prove Theorems 1 and 2. In Section 3 we discuss some 
additional facts about thickness. 
Some of the results presented in this paper were announced in conferences [2,33]. 
Throughout this paper, a knot is a smooth (class C*) simple closed curve in R3. 
We shall consider several functionals that associate a number E(K) with a particular 
curve K. 
We define three functionals, each of which have the basic properties listed below. 
The first two (EN, Es) are given by integrals taken over K x K and are imple- 
mented in [l]. The third, EL, is defined more geometrically and has been implemented 
in 1281. 
The energies cited here all satisfy the following properties (among others of course): 
(0) E(K) is independent of parametrization and varies continuously with the curve K. 
(1) E(K) is invariant under Euclidean isometry and change of scale. 
(2) 0 < E(K) < co if K is not self-intersecting. 
(3) For knots of fixed total length (or lengths uniformly bounded away from 0), if 
parts of a knot are brought together to make the knot self-intersect, the energy 
tends to +CQ. 
(4) There are only finitely many knot types realized below any given energy level, 
and below some level, only unknots. 
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Let the knot K be given by the parametrized curve x(t). Then we denote by x, y 
arbitrary points x(t), y(t) in K and we write .i(t) for the derivative. We also use: 
/),rl/ = /x -- yl (when .I;. y are understood, we write only Q), 
x -- y 
rz:Y = /.?:-- 
dx = k:(t) dt. a vector line element at T, and 
The normul energy is (equivalent to [3]): 
EN(K) = 
JJ 
Idx x ~1’ 
P2 
We sometimes write dx x r as sin Q, where o is the angle between the chord (y - x) 
and the tangent direction dx or as cos 8, where 8 is the angle between (y - x) and the 
normal plane to K at 2. 
The symmetric energy is: 
Es(K) = JJ /da: x rlldy x rl P2 . 
We next define the thickness R(K) and rope-length E,,(K). The definition is taken 
from [21]. 
Let N(K;PS’) be the normal bundle of K in R’ and let e: N(K;IW’) + IIP” be the 
standard projection map. Since we are assuming K is a C’ embedding, we know that 
for sufficiently small E > 0, the map e is a C’ diffeomorphism of the tube around K x 0 
in X( K; Iw’) of radius E to a neighborhood of K in II@. We define R(K) to be the 
supremum of such E. As noted in [21], the following more naive definition is equivalent. 
For each x E: K, let N, denote the normal plane to K at T; and let D(x, R) denote 
the solid disk of radius R centered at .I: contained in N,. Then 
R(K) = sup {R: 0(x, R) n D(y, R) = 64 Vrc = y E K}. 




The final quantity we need is the average crossing number, acn(K). When a knot in 
3-space is projected into a plane, for almost all choices of direction, the projected curve 
is immersed and one can count the number of self-crossings. This can be averaged (as an 
integral over the unit sphere) over all directions to produce the average crossing number. 
M. Freedman et al. showed [ 121 that acn( K) can be computed as double integral over 
K x K, a modification of Gauss’s formula for the linking number of two space curves, 
which facilitates comparison with energies. 
acn(K) = & JJ I [dx, dy, rl I P2 ’ 
where the numerator of the integrand is the norm of the triple scalar product of the three 
vectors. 
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The number acn(K), being an average, bounds the minimum crossing number of the 
knot type, denoted here c([K]). Therefore acn(K) is another reasonable measure of the 
complexity of the conformation K. However, acn(K) does not provide any barrier to 
the changing of knot-types, and so is not much use as an energy. On the other hand, an 
energy function which does blow up on self-intersection and also bounds the crossing 
number would both measure complexity and have canonical minima. 
We can now state our principal results. 
Theorem 1. 
EN(K) 3 ES(K) 3 47racn(K) 2 47rc([Kl). 
Remark. Similar inequalities between other energies and acn(K) are established in [ 121 
and [31]. One cannot hope for a converse saying that some energy is bounded by a 
function of acn: Draw a planar curve modeled on part of the graph y = sin l/z; such a 
curve will have acn(K) = 0 since it is planar, but arbitrarily high energy (of all kinds) 
since it is packed tightly. ’ 
Theorem 2. 
Corollary 2.1. 
1 1EL(K)4/’ 3 47racn(K), MEL’ 3 47racn(K) 
This bound on acn( K) is very large relative to our intuitive sense of what a knot having 
certain EL looks like. The coefficient 11 undoubtedly can be improved. On the other hand, 
the proof of Theorem 2 leads us to believe that the 413 power is sharp-that it cannot 
be improved. It has been conjectured [35] that for all knots in “thickest” (= “shortest”) 
conformations, average crossing number is a linear function of rope-length. We doubt 
this holds, and have numerical evidence 2 indicating that a linear bound in general is 
unlikely. 
The existence of a quadratic bound on minimum (as opposed to average) crossing 
number is implicit in [21], where it is shown that a smooth knot of rope-length L 
is equivalent to a polygon with n edges, where n is linear in L. Since the maximum 
number of self-crossings of an n-sided polygon depends on n*, we have a quadratic bound 
on minimum crossing number in terms of L. (Incidentally, Corollary 2.1 becomes an 
improvement on the bound for c([K]) implicit in [21] when EL is large, e.g., EL 2 94.) 
The existence of a similar bound on average crossing number might not be surprising, 
since we still think of the self-crossings of I( depending somehow on the square of its 
length. To obtain the lower order bound, we introduce volumetric considerations. 
’ R. Randell pointed out this example 
’ Provided by E. Rawdon. 
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There cannot be a converse to Theorem 2. This (family of) example(s) is based on an 
example given in [12], used there to show that finite O’Hara/conformal energy &J(K) 
does not imply C2 smooth. For each 71, construct a C’ curve h;, as follows: Start 
with a round unit circle K,,. Replace a small arc of 11~0 with a bump that is an arc 
(representing < 1 /n degrees) of a circle of small radius 1’ < 1 /n. Smooth the corners 
to make a C”’ curve K,,. The minimum radius of curvature of h;, is < T. Thus, from 
Lemma 2T below, the thickness n(K,,) < T, i.e., EL(K,,) 2 27r~. As we let n approach 
x, the energies EN. Es, and EC) of K,, approach the energies of a circle, while Er, is 
unbounded. Incidentally, this example also shows that El_ is not C’-continuous; it is [ 201 
P-continuous. 
2. Proofs of main results 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume a unit-speed parametrization. The numerator of the inte- 
grand for acn(K) is the magnitude of the triple scalar product of unit vectors: ( [dz. dy, ~11. 
For some angles U, p, we have sina = /da: x r/, and sinB = jdy x ~1. Then J[dz: 
dy, r] 1 < sin a sin /I, since the angle from the line of dy to the plane of dz and T is < 
either of the angles from dy to dx or to T-, so Es(K) > 47r acn(K). Moreover, 
2EN(K) = 
Ida: x ~1~ + Idy x T)* = ’ sin’n + sin’ :rl 
P2 P2 
P’ ? 
since this counts every element twice. But sin’ Q + sin’ ;I 2 2 sin CY sin /j, so E.,,,(K) 3 
Es(K). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. This proof, including lemmas and discussion, occupies the rest 
of this section. To begin, normalize the curve so it has thickness R = I and, therefore, 
EL(K) = L, the actual arc-length of K. 
We first need a characterization of thickness (i.e., of rope-length) established in [21]. 
Define a pair of points (CC.ZJ) of K to be criticul if the chord vector (X - TV) is 
perpendicular to the tangent at n: or perpendicular at ?/, and let Rz(K) be half the 
minimum of all distances 15 ~ ;yl for such pairs. 0 
Lemma 2T (With total length = 1). II(K) equals the minimum of the minimum radius 
of curvature of K and R?(K). In particular; R(K) < each of these. 
Remark. It is clear that R(K) cannot exceed half the doubly criticul self-distance, that is 
between pairs of points where the chord is perpendicular to both tangents; however, 12 1 ] 
goes on to establish the result for half the singly critical self-distance. This may be a bit 
surprising, as the minimum singly-critical self-distance of a curve is, in general, smaller 
than the minimum doubly-critical self-distance (e.g., any ellipse that is not a circle). 
But when self-distance is “in control” of thickness, then the two minima coincide. (See 
Section 3 for details.) 
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The energy 
EN(K) = 
Ida: x T(~ 
P2 . 
XEK yEK 
Let I” denote the inner integral; we shall obtain a bound on I” in terms of EL(K) = L 
and then multiply by the length L to get our bound on EN. 
For each x E K, define two sets (recall arc(x: y) = minimum arc-length along K 
between x and y): 
L, = {y E K 1 arc(x,y) 6 YT}. 
and 
G, = {y E K 1 arc(z,y) 3 T}. 
Define “local” and “global” integrals as follows: 
1” = II,, + &,b = .I Ida: x ~1~ P2 + I’ /da: x TI* P2 
YeL, yiG, 
We first seek to bound Ii,,. (This part of the argument also will yield the overall 
quadratic bound.) Each point in JR3 lies on a circle tangent to K at x, having some radius 
c > 0. (The tangent line to K may be viewed as (T = 00.) The contribution of a point 
y E K to I” depends (see Lemma 2b below) on the radius c for that y. We show in 
Lemma 2a that g > 1 for all y E K. 
At the given point x E K, for each radius (T > 1, let Qz(cr) be the union of circles of 
radius (T that are tangent to K at x. In particular, let Qz denote Qz( 1). The set Q,(C) 
is a singular torus (it is pinched at the point x). Define IV, to be the interior of Qz, and 
let V, denote R” - (Qz U Wz). 
Lemma 2a. For each y E K (in particular; y E L,), y E V, U Qz. That is, K cannot 
turn enough to get inside W,. 
Proof. Let B be a closed 3-ball of radius = 1 whose boundary is tangent to K at x. The 
union of all such 3-balls equals the pinched solid torus w,. Thus it suffices to show that 
for each such ball B, K f’ int(B) = 0. Suppose K n int(B) = 0. The we can replace B 
by a ball B’ of some radius S < 1, tangent to K at x, whose interior still meets K. 
Let z be the center of B’. Because K is tangent to the boundary of B’ at x, we know 
that the normal disk to K at x of radius = 6 just hits z. Let A be the closure of a 
component A” of K n int(B’); so A” is an open arc, and the endpoints ai: u2 of A 
lie on the boundary of B’ (one of the endpoints might or might not be x; that does not 
matter). 
Let p be a point of A for which the distance to z is minimum. Then Iz - pl < 6 
whereas Ia, - z( = Ia2 - .z = 1; thus the point p must lie in A” (so p = x), and hence 
be a critical point of the distance function. So the line-segment pz is perpendicular to K 
at p. Thus z is contained in two different normal disks to K, one at p and one at x, each 
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of radius < 6 < 1. This contradicts the normalization to R(K) = 1, and so we must 
have that the component A” cannot exist. This completes the proof of Lemma 2a. 0 
Lemma 2b. Let y E K lie on a circle of radius m tangent to K at .c. Then 
/dx x rl’/p’ = 1/4rr2 
Proof [3]. Let p be the center of the circle; express /dx x rl’/p’ in terms of sines and 
cosines of the angles of the triangle pzy. 0 
Remark. If we multiply the above constant integrand by (27ra)(27~u), we obtain the 
result [3] that if C is a round circle (of any radius) then the energy EN(C) = 7r2. 
We can now obtain the bound on I!,, and the overall quadratic bound for EN. From 
Lemma 2a, we have that each point y E K lies on a circle of radius o > 1 tangent to 
K at .I’ (and so contributes 6 l/4 to the integrand) or lies on the tangent line to K at .x 
(and so contributes zero to the integrand). Thus 
Similarly, 
L 
I,“< ‘Lx& J 4 4’ 
0 
Thus 
Eni = .I 
xi: K 
We now proceed towards the (413) power bound by analyzing Igglob. 
The first observation is that for points y E G,, 1.c - yI > 2 (that is for y E G,, the 
integrand Ida: x r12/p2 is < l/4 because of the distance between .X and y, regardless of 
the angle). 
Lemma 2~. If K is a C’ knot normalized to have R(K) = 1, then for each II:, g E 
K, 1.1. ~ y < 2 + arc(a;. y) < X. That is g E G, + 1s - y 3 2. 
Proof. Let B” be the interior of the closed ball B of radius = 1 centered at 2. Then 
B” n K is an open subset of K, so its components are open arcs. Let A be the component 
of B” n K containing x. 
We first claim that there are no other components of B0 n K. Suppose A’ is another 
component. Since points of A’ have distance to J: strictly < 2, in particular a point p of 
A’ closest to z must exist in the open set A’. Thus p is a critical point of the distance 
function to X, so the line segment m is perpendicular to the tangent to K at p. Thus x 
lies in a normal disk to K (centered at p) of some radius 5 < 2. But the self-distance 
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bound on thickness of K (by Lemma 2T) would then be < 6/2 and so strictly < 1. Thus 
A is the only component of B” n K. 
The next ingredient for Lemma 2c we need is a theorem of Schur; this is the version 
stated in [7]. In our application, the plane arcC below will be a semicircle of radius 
= 1, and the curve C* will be either of the two arcs of K starting at 5 having length rr. 
Schur’s Theorem formalizes the intuitively appealing idea that if two curves are launched 
from the same point, then the curve of lower curvature has to end up (for at least some 
amount of arc-length) farther in space from the beginning point. 
Schur’s Theorem. Let C be a plane arc with curvature k(s) which forms a convex 
curve with its chord. Let C* be an arc of the same length referred to the same parameter 
s such that its curvature k*(s) 6 k(s). If d* and d denote the lengths of the chords 
joining their endpoints, then d 6 d*. 
Since K has R(K) = 1, we know (from Lemma 2T) that the curvature of I< is 6 I. 
Now use Schur’s Theorem to compare an arcC* of K of length 7r starting at x with a 
planar semi-circle C of radius = 1 starting at 5, both arcs parametrized by arc-length. 
When we reach the end of the semicircle, we are at a point q with 1q - 51 = 2; thus the 
far endpoint of C”, call it q*, has 1q* - 1(:1 3 2. So if we trace along K from z in both 
directions, we must leave the open unit ball B” at or before the endpoints of L, since 
those two endpoints are not in B”. By the previous claim, once K leaves BO, it cannot 
return. So y E K n B” 4 arc(2: y) < 7r. This completes the proof of Lemma 2c. 0 
In analyzing Iglob, we shall ignore Ida: x ~1, which is < 1, and bound s,, 1 /p’. The 
basic idea in the rest of our argument is that the condition R(K) = 1 prevents too much 
arc-length of K from being too close to the point z E K. We shall consider spherical 
shells (of thickness = 1) about a point IC and bound the amount of K that can lie within a 
given shell. The maximum energy contribution would occur if the hypothetical maximum 
packing in each case actually occurred; assuming that (unattainable) shape were attained, 
we get a bound for the energy contribution from each shell, along with a bound on the 
number of shells (since we have only the given total length L available). 
For a (measurable) set A C K, let !(A) d enote the total arc-length (i.e., measure) of 
A. For a given point z E K, and 0 < CL < b E R, let 
B[a,b) = {p E R”: a 6 /z -pi < b}, 
G,[a,b) = G, n B[a,b). and 
[[a, b) = total arc-length of G, [a, b). 
We also need notation for the solid tube about K, or some part A of K, that is the 
union of all the normal disks D(y, 1) to K of radius R(K) = 1, where y ranges over A. 
For a set A C K, denote this union tube(A). When A is measurable, Pappus’ Theorem 
(i.e., a special case of Fubini’s Theorem) tells us that the volume of tube(A) is defined, 
and equals [(A) multiplied by the (perpendicular) cross-sectional area rr( 1)2, i.e., 
vol(tube(A)) = ?r x ((A). 
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We note that B[O, b) is just the open ball of radius = b centered at x and that the sets 
K[a, b) are Bore1 sets in 
Lemma 2d. (Using the preceding notation): 
P[O,2) = 0: 
qu, b) < 4 [(b + l)j - (u - 1)3]. 
Proof. The statement ![O, 2) = 0 is just Lemma 2c. For the second part, if y E K is 
contained in B[a, b) then for each point p E D(y, l), Ip - yI 6 1 + (u - 1) 6 Ip - .r < 
lb + II. SO D(y, 1) C B[a - 1,b + 1). Thus tube(G,[n,b)) c I?[u - 1,b + 1) and 
comparing the volumes gives the desired inequality. 0 
Remark. In using Lemma 2d for the argument below, we shall have a special situation 
in which the shell B[Q, - 1, u) already has been filled from some source other than 
tube(G,[a, b)); so the only available new volume will be from B[u, b + 1). This will 
give the bound f?[a, b) < 4[(b + 1)3 - (~)~]/3. 
We know [[O, 2) = 0, and we next find bounds for ![2,3): [[3.4), etc. 
From Lemma 2d, e[2? 3) < 4[(4)’ - (1)“]/3 = 84. Assume that [[2,3) actually equals 
this upper bound (which would represent the maximum possible contribution to Iglob). 
Then, as in the remark following Lemma 2d, we have that ![3,4) < 4[(5)” - (4)“]/3 
and, in general, for each n 3 3, [[n, rz + 1) < 4[(n + 2)” - (11 + 1)3]/3. Here we are 
assuming that for each 71 3 3, P[n, nf 1) equals this upper bound, which in turn restricts 
the available volume for the next tube. The questions remaining are: What is a bound on 
the energy contribution from each of these shells, and how many shells does it require 
to exhaust K (or rather G,)? 
For the first shell, 
!I E G,[2,3) + 
.I 
L 6 &4) = 21. 
P2 
G,. [2,3) 
For points y E G,[n, n + l), we have l/p2 < l/n2. So, 
.I l <J&+2)3-/rr+1j3] =4+;+$5. pz 
Since n 3 3, this is less than 9.04, which is the bound we shall use for the contribution 
from each shell for n 3 3. So if B[N? N + 1) is the last shell needed to cover G,, we 
have 
I g,ob 6 21 + 9.04(N - 2) = 2.92 + 9.04N. 
To bound the number of shells, recall that we are assuming the maximum contribution 
from each one, that is 
P[2,3) = 84 
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and for each n > 3, 
t[n, 72 + 1) = 4 [(n + 2)3 - (n + 1)3]. 
We need to determine a number N for which 
N4 
84 + c 5 [(n + 2)3 - (n + 1)3] 3 !(G,). 
n=3 
Expand the sum and substitute !(G,) = L - 27r to see that we need N to satisfy 
27i+4+4N+4(N+1)2+;(N+1)3~L. 
If N is the greatest integer [(3L/4)‘j3] then the (N + 1)3 term makes it clear that the 
above sum is greater than L. Consequently, we only need to consider shells up to that 
value of N. So 
113 113 
I g,ob < 2.92 + 9.04N < 2.92 + 9.04 > 1 
Now let us combine and simplify the bounds (for relatively short curves, one might 
want to avoid this simplification, as well as others made in the preceding arguments, to 
obtain sharper bounds; however, so long as one uses this kind of analysis, it appears that 
all one can gain is improved coefficients, not an improvement in the exponent 4/3). We 
have 
Because L > 27r, it follows that 
I” = I,,, + Ia]& < llL”3. 
Multiplying by the length L to bound the outer integral, we obtain 
EN(K) = 
s 
I” < 11L4i3. 
XEK 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
3. Further discussion of EL(K) and thickness 
Because the detail (in Lemma 2T) about singly vs. doubly critical self-distance was 
crucial to the proof of Theorem 2, we repeat the proof below. We conclude with a 
summary of some of the other results in [21] on thickness and rope-length. 
Proof of part of Lemma 2T. We show here that the thickness R(K) is at most half 
the singly-critical self-distance of K. Let 2, 1~ be points realizing the minimum singly- 
critical self-distance: so the chord vector (Z - y) is perpendicular to the tangent to K at 
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5, and the points z! y have minimum distance ICC - yI for this property. Suppose Iz - y1 
is strictly less than 2R(K). Let z be the midpoint of the segment between 2 and y_ If 
the chord vector (CC - y) were also perpendicular to the tangent to K at y, this would 
place z in the intersection of two normal disks to K of radius = 11~ - yl/2 < R(K), a 
contradiction. So the tangent at ‘y is not perpendicular to the chord; thus there exist points 
of K closer to z than the point y. Let y2 be a point of K closest to z. Then either y2 = z 
or there is a chord vector (z - ~2) perpendicular to K at y2. In either case, we have that 
the normal disks to K at .7: and y2 of radius = Iz - yl/2 < R(K) meet at z. 0 
There also is a relation between thickness and the ratios of chord length to arc-length 
along K that may be of interest. For points 2, y on K, let arc(z, y) denote the minimum 
arc-length along K between the two points. 
Theorem. Suppose K is a (C*) knot of total length 1 and thickness R. Then for any 
x. y on K, 
arc(:r. Y) < 1 
].r- y] ’ 4R’ 
Remark. In terms of the rope-length EL(K), this theorem says 
=4x, 9) < iE 
I.‘.-?/I ‘4 L. 
The supremum of this ratio over all pairs of points of K is called the distortion of 
K [14,25]. 
The following is how one shows that the energy El,(K) satisfies Property 4 above. 
Theorems. Assume K is normalized to have total length = 1. Given a lower bound on 
R(K) (i.e., an upper bound on Ef,(K)), one can deduce an upper bound on the bridge 
number of K (from curvature); the number of sticks needed to represent K as a polygon 
(from a close analysis of local behavior); and the minimum crossing number of the knot 
type [K] (from stick number). 
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